Welcome to Wow!Silver
This Teacher’s Book accompanies the Wow!Silver DVD, CD/Teacher’s CD, Class Book and Workbook
and is for teachers trained in the WattsEnglish method. More information on the materials is available below.
It must be stated that while the Teacher’s Book is a comprehensive guide with sample detailed lesson
plans, teaching tips and lesson running orders, it is intended to be used in combination with the WattsEnglish
Teaching Manual which covers questions of methodology, and the Game Bank for detailed descriptions of
the games and activities contained herein.
Throughout all your courses please remember, from your WattsEnglish training, that the best
resource you have in the classroom is you. With your energy, enthusiasm and a big, warm smile your lessons
are sure to be both fun and educational.

Overview
The Wow!Silver book is a continuation of the Wow!Materials for children learning English and
together with Wow!Bronze and Wow!Gold it forms a comprehensive three-year course for young learners
of primary school age. This course precedes Wow!Gold and continues on from Wow!Bronze. Therefore, with
Wow!Orange, Wow!Green, Wow!Red, Wow!Blue, and Wow!Yellow in descending order. WattsEnglish can
proudly present English courses for children aged 3 to 11/12 years old.
What makes the Wow!Materials so original and engaging is the use of a real face and not just simple
cartoon characters to draw the children into Steve’s colourful world of English. On almost every page, Steve
is there as a photographed face on a cartoon body, linking the enchanting fantasy world created for the
children with the real world and supplying the all-important context to the target language.
The human face with its subtleties of expression, meaning, comprehension and intent is one of the
first things young children begin to understand. Indeed in some of the latest psycholinguistic studies, the
development of facial recognition has been paralleled with the development of speech itself.

In addition to the above, the Wow!Series further (and vitally) contextualise the target language
through the use of stories and songs in audiovisual clips. These clips and associated Class Book and Workbook
make the most of this engaging medium that so effectively brings the language to life.
Everything in the Wow!Series has been designed to stimulate and encourage the children to learn
and practise English. Our experience (and we hope yours too) has shown that when the materials are
stimulating and engaging, the teacher can be more of a facilitator of learning than an enforcer of order and
attention. Furthermore, children who enjoy English are more likely to watch the video clips again and again
at home and use the language outside the classroom. This is to be encouraged, and can only serve to
reinforce what they have learnt and consolidate their understanding.
All the above should not be new, to the children at least, for Wow!Silver is not intended to be used
by children just starting to learn English. Indeed, before starting this course the children should have built
up a significant amount of language (be that active language they can use or passive language they can
understand) from Wow!Bronze and/or other previous courses. Therefore, the teacher’s book makes
continual reference to the inclusion of language which can be reviewed from earlier Wow!Books. This
dramatically increases the difficulty of the activity so it is down to the teacher’s individual, class by class
assessment to determine the extent of review language to include. With this in mind it is important to note
that this course can be conducted using just the target language (see contents page), but for better results
it is recommended to incorporate a good deal of review language from previous courses, and for the BEST
results, the teacher should also try to introduce additional language that builds upon the topics and
structures outlined in the Wow!Silver materials.

Content
The content page below shows how the Wow!Silver course is structured with the recommended
regime of one unit per month.
The course book starts with Unit 1 which is not a standard unit in comparison to the rest of the book.
This unit gives greater freedom to allow the teacher time to establish a routine and a code of conduct with
the class and also revise some of the language taught in previous books from the Wow!Series.

Table of Content
Unit

Vocabulary

Structures

Examples

TB CB

WB

Unit 1
WELCOME
BACK TO
EARTH

Months: January…December

Where…?
When…?

When is (Christmas)? It’s
in December/in winter.
When does school start?
It starts in September.
Where are you from?
I’m from England/the UK.

12 1-6
27

1-8

What is he doing?
He is choosing a present.
Is she dancing? No, she isn’t
dancing. She is skating.
Are they playing party
games? No, they aren’t
playing party games. They
are racing go-karts.

28 712
43

916

there is/are:
there is a/are some…
there is some
there isn’t a/aren’t any
there isn’t any

Where is he? He is in the
gym.
Where is the gym? It’s
opposite the canteen.
It’s on the 3rd floor.

44 1318
58

1724

Where…?
prepositions of place,
adverbs of place

There is a canteen on the
1st floor of my school.
There isn’t a classroom
next to the gym.

Unit 2
MY
BIRTHDAY

REVIEW:
Greetings
0-100
Wow!Bronze review (inc Seasons)

choose, find, bring, hide, catch
dance, skate (go skating), bowl (go
bowling), race (go-karts), play party
games

REVIEW:
Wh-questions (what, how,
how old)
Personal Pronouns
Verbs – pres.simple

Present continuous
REVIEW:
Let’s
imperative

Ordinals: 1st, 2nd …31st
REVIEW:
sports
Unit 3
WELCOME
TO MY
SCHOOL

gym, classroom, canteen,
(computer/science) lab, corridor
floor = 1st , 2nd, 3rd floor…
opposite, behind, in front of, next to, on
the right/left
REVIEW:
on, under, by, in
school things: bag, board, chair, desk…

REVIEW:
What’s your name?
I’m/My name is…
How are you? I’m…
How old are you? I’m…
Who’s this? This is…
How old is she? She is…
Sit down, please.

Unit 4
MY
TIMETABLE

IT/ICT, Maths, PE, Art and Music, English,
Science
play sport, use phones/tablets, search the
internet, send e-mails, do a test
TIME: half past, a quarter past/to, o’clock

Unit 5
INJURIES

neck, elbow, knee, ankle, shoulder, hip,
wrist.
It’s broken. It’s burnt. It’s cut. It’s
bruised. It’s twisted.

EXTRAS/REVIEW:
What’s the matter?
body parts
hurt
go to hospital, see a doctor, put a plaster
on, put an ice pack on

Frequency adv.: How
often…?, usually
Telling the time
REVIEW:
always, sometimes, never
have got

You should/shouldn’t…
You must/mustn’t…
Question-answer
REVIEW:
I’ve got (a
problem/injury).

Where have you got
English lessons?
We usually have English
lessons in our classroom.

59 1924
63

2432

64 2530
67

3340

What time is your Maths
class on Monday? It’s at
10:45.
What’s the matter?
My ankle is twisted.
You should put an ice
pack on it.
You must see a doctor.
You shouldn’t walk on it.
You mustn’t play tennis
today.

Course Structure
Throughout each unit, the principles and practices of the WattsEnglish Method have been
incorporated. The timely and appropriate implementation of the four key stages (see the Teaching Manual
for details) is designed to make the path to vocalisation and utilisation a logical and reliable progression.
At the start of every unit, the Teacher’s Book gives you an easy to digest overview of target
vocabulary, language and structures, games and activities as well as additional notes on methodology. The
sample lesson plans for Units 1, 2 and 3 give a rough guide to stage development and lesson specific activities
in an easy to follow, step by step approach. However, from Unit 4 onwards you are expected to determine
the best way to implement the materials and resources for the classes you teach. Therefore, once the
general routines and standard lesson structures have been established by the end of Unit 3, the Teacher’s
Book becomes a rough guide which gives guidance and support to help you tailor your lesson plans to the
specific needs of your classes.

The approach to introducing new language is as follows:
1. New vocabulary
 1st week: 5 new lexical units presented and practised with the language structure/grammar point
from the previous unit/s (introduced and drilled through associated interactive video clip)
 2nd week: additional 5 lexical units introduced and drilled through associated interactive video clip,
also with the language structure/grammar point from the previous unit/s
 3rd and 4th week: practice/review of the 10 lexical units with associated video song, to focus the
children on the new target grammar point
2. New grammar point/language structure
 3rd week: new structure is presented, drilled and practised through the unit’s interactive video song.
 3rd and 4th week: practice of the new target grammar point with review of the new lexical units.
 1st and 2nd week of the following unit is given to further practice of the grammar point with the
introduction of new lexical units specific to that unit. This has been carefully designed to help
the students see how each grammar point can extend to new vocabulary and help them
express themselves in English.

The Structure of the Teacher’s Book


3x45min lessons per week with Lesson A based on the video content and Workbook, Lesson B based
on the Class Book, and Lesson C based on further practice in the Workbook.



One unit per month (based on an average of 4 weeks per month).

Weekly
The main aim of Lesson A in a typical week (apart from the 4th week in each unit which is given to
review) is to introduce and drill the new target language. This is typically constructed by combining the unit
specific video clips (for new vocab) or songs (for new grammar) with the Picture Dictionary and exercises
contained within the Workbook itself, along with suggested class games and activities in the Teacher’s Book.
A large portion of success in this vital input lesson depends on each child having their own DVD (which is
included in the Student’s Pack along with the Workbook). Multiple viewings are an ESSENTIAL part of the
course and are always to be encouraged to build familiarisation and comprehension. Moreover, they are an
integral part of the homework tasks.
Lesson B in a typical week is therefore primarily intended as an activation lesson to confirm and
consolidate the language presented and drilled during Lesson A. This practice is chiefly given in the form of
class games, activities and competition designed to encourage, but not initially force, vocalisation and
utilisation. An optional part of Lesson B is the use of additional practice exercises included in the Class Book
that can be displayed via an interactive board/OHP (the Class Book on DVD is a part of Teacher’s Pack).
Lesson C of a typical week allows you further practice of the new language concentrating mainly on
reading and writing skills. The lesson is conducted via the completion of a page from the colourful and
engaging Workbook. Activities in the Workbook are a considered mix of matching, colouring, drawing,
writing and completing exercises, all of which help to record the children's progress and are intended to be
made available to the parents when the Workbooks are taken home to complete the homework tasks that
are included on each page.

Monthly
As the pacing schedule is 4 weeks to one unit, a month’s worth of lessons should be as follows:
Lesson

Week 1
(video clip 1)

Week 2
(video clip 2)

Week 3
(video song)

Week 4
(clips + song)

A

WB: 1 page

WB: 1 page

WB: 1 page

WB: 1 page

B

CB: 2 pages

CB: 2 pages

CB: 1 page

CB: 1 page

C

WB: 1 page

WB: 1 page

WB: 1 page

WB: 1 page

Adaptations
Timetables vary from school to school, and with this in mind several degrees of flexibility (in relation
to the time allocated to English) are suggested below.
A) 2x45min a week
 1st lesson = Lesson A. This is the input lesson based on the DVD and WB.
 2nd lesson = Lesson B. This is the activation lesson based on the games and activities + half of the
exercises allocated for Lesson C.
 HWK = 2nd half of the exercises originally suggested for Lesson C.
B) 4x45min a week (and more)
 1st lesson = Lesson A. This is the input lesson based on the DVD and WB.
 2nd lesson = Lesson B. This is the activation lesson based on the games and activities.
 3rd lesson = Lesson C. This is the skills practice lesson (reading, writing) based on WB.
 4th(and other) lesson = Lesson D. This is an additional review lesson concentrating on all skills based on
the DVD, CB and extra photocopiable material.
Finally, the course materials could be used in an alternative manner, to dip in and out of when time permits
the teacher to conduct an activity in English. The content throughout the course can be tied into existing
syllabi (e.g. Maths, Art, Civics, Music etc.) and treated as short CLIL style activities.
NOTE: CLIL stands for Content and Language Integrated Learning. It refers to teaching subjects such as civics,
music, etc. to students through a foreign language. This can be a very useful option for a teacher whose
timetable does not allow for foreign language lessons. Playing a game in English about numbers, for example,
can be conducted during the time scheduled for a Maths lesson.

Wow!Silver Teacher’s Pack
1. Interactive DVD
The interactive DVD contains 2 pre-teach video clips and one video song per unit. While the pre-teach
clips should help you with the INTRO and DRILL of new vocabulary, the video song should help with INTRO
and DRILL of the new grammar point. The language in the video clips and video songs (or indeed in the books)
is not oversimplified or dumbed down. This can be unnerving for teachers new to the Wow!Series. Don't fall
into the trap of trying to teach everything or thinking that the children must understand everything. This is
not how children acquire their mother tongue and it is also not the case here.
TIPS:


DVD is vital to the course - use it as often as possible.



It is essential that each student has, and uses, the DVD at home. If they are not, you will notice
as they will fall further and further behind. This is demotivating for all and must be avoided (it
might be helpful to make an agreement with the parents on this topic and to give continual
reminders).



There is a large amount of content available on YouTube under the channel ´Wow English TV´,
which you and the children can avail yourself of. You may wish to create a short play list to help
any students that are new to English or seem to have forgotten what they covered in previous
courses.

2. Workbook
The Workbook is highly motivating and educational part of the course. It presents colourful pictures,
fun and entertaining activities and tasks, picture dictionaries, full song lyrics and much more to help you
make your English lessons fun and memorable.
TIP: Don't over rely on the Workbook for the structure of your lessons. The Workbook is just a part of the
lesson and just opening the Workbook and simply working through it is boring for everyone. See the
Teacher’s Book for ideas on how to lift activities from the page and structure a successful lesson.

3. Class Book
Cartoon stories are included in this book to help highlight the key language in written form and to
provide a direct link to the video clip. In addition, colourful pictures and fun activities to practise the target
language are ever present, and the whole Class Book is available on DVD so you can work with it as a class
without losing time changing between books.
TIP: The Class Book is best used with video clip for that specific page, but can be used separately if necessary.

4. Flashcards
Flashcards are a wonderful resource and can be used at all stages of the teaching/learning process.
TIP: If possible, laminate the cards to extend their lifespan.

5. Teaching Manual/Game Bank


Thorough outline of the WattsEnglish Method



Descriptions of teaching practices for different age ranges



Detailed guide for games and activities appropriate for young learners

6. CD for teachers
The CD for teachers (CD-T) contains all songs of the course and their instrumental versions.
TIPS:


Keep the songs fresh and more personal and thus more memorable: use the instrumental versions
together with the flashcards of the unit selected at random to rework the lyrics.



For the more adventurous: rework the lyrics to fit the vocabulary of another unit while keeping the
same grammar structure.

TRACK LIST (CD-T):
Track no.

Description

1

The Season Song

2

The Season Song
Instrumental

3

It’s a Birthday Party!

4

It’s a Birthday Party!
Instrumental

5

Welcome to My School

6

Welcome to My School
Instrumental

7

How often?

8

How often?
Instrumental

9

What should he do?

10

What should he do?
Instrumental

General Notes on Methodology


Many activities contain an element of competition and movement. Therefore, in big classes set up
teams for the lesson/week (but be sure to change them often to avoid rivalry). In this way the whole
class can be engaged with an activity, as they cheer on their teammates, while only a couple of
children are actually moving around the classroom.



One consequence of many games and activities is that there needs to be an incentive to play. It is
important that the children do not see the fact that they are ‘out’ as an advantage or a way to relax.
You may wish to establish a “sin bin” (as in ice-hockey and many other sports) where the students
that are “out” must go and perform a task, perhaps writing out the unit to specific vocabulary or
completing a forfeit of some kind, such as ‘Say and Do’ (e.g. count to 20 squats).



Manage the energy in the classroom effectively so the children are not restless from sitting too long
or hyperactive from moving too much. From following the detailed lesson plans it is hoped that you
will begin to see how to achieve this through the use of active and more sedentary activities. For
teachers new to the Wow!Series these changes may seem to occur in very rapid succession. If this is
the case for you, please see notes of TA activities below.



Be aware of the new ‘Transitional Activities’ (TAs) which seek to mark the end of one activity through
short and often physical movement. The timing of these TAs can be anywhere between 20 to 30
seconds to a couple of minutes. Their intended purpose is not to actively teach a specific area of
language but merely to act as a marker to a change in tempo of the class or activity.



Do try to stay in the target language. It is hoped that the benefits of this were discussed during your
WattsEnglish training. Also use classroom instructions to review previously taught structures as much
as possible, with appropriate body language to aid understanding.



Always include an interesting and fun warm-up at the beginning of your lesson. Remember it can be
used for many purposes but will mainly help you motivate your students for learning English.



Revise previously taught language. Regularly go back to what has been taught and practise previously
acquired language every lesson. The warm-up activity can also be used for this purpose.



Praise the students for any attempts to produce the language or to complete the task. This will help
to motivate them and give them a sense of achievement.



Follow the 4 key stages of learning and the rules of applying them to your lessons - see the Teaching
Manual. Remember they are not the stages of a single lesson.



Use prompts, body language and facial expressions as much as possible to aid your student in the
learning process. Remember, the appropriate and timely use of body language can help you avoid
unproductive L1 interference between the students and keep them immersed in the target language.



Establish routines, especially a starting and exiting routine, as soon as possible. An example of the
starting routine might be the Stand in Line Song when you ask the class to line up by the door and
sing along if they can. This is important, even if the children are already in the classroom, as it is an
essential signpost to indicate that English is starting, the language is changing and that the children
need to switch in their heads to English. Exit routines such as the Goodbye Song or a quick TPR activity
can go a long way the finishing the lesson on a high note and make it memorable.

GIVING FEEDBACK
When giving feedback, especially following bookwork, do try to give staged feedback, where
individual students are given an opportunity to check their answers with their classmates. It is empowering
and motivating to be able to give a correct answer, and if the answer is incorrect then it is a clear message
to you that the group needs additional practice.
Especially early on in the course, allow for ample thinking time and peer review before starting an
activity. If the children need to check your instructions with each other, a little L1 interference is acceptable.
Try not to be tempted to switch from English/L2 (if you share the same 1st language/L1 as the children) and
don't let any L1 checking dominant. Remember you will probably need to demonstrate and narrate your
instructions a couple of times for any game or activity you are attempting to do for the first time.

READING AND WRITING
Reading in English will most likely be at different stages from group to group and country to country.
For classes, where reading in English is relatively new, it is highly recommended that the teacher reads the
instructions with the children and obtains a vocal response to the questions supposed in the Workbook and
Class Book, before the children copy/write the answer in their books.
Many courses can get bogged down in phonetics, which many students can perceive as boring and
seemingly endless, but English is not as phonetic as many other languages. This is especially the case with
many high-frequency words in English that can only really be learnt as sight words. Think of examples the
children will probably come across in the first lesson, such as ‘one’, ‘two’, ‘the’, ‘book’ etc. Therefore it is
recommended that you write the target words on the board as much as possible, to increase visual exposure
to the written structures, and re-drill them as much as possible to build whole word recognition.

In addition to the above the names of the letters in English almost always differ from their phonic
values. Being able to spell out a word in English is of course an important skill, therefore it is suggested that
the teacher spells the words out loud as they are writing on the board whenever possible.
It is important to remember that, in English speaking countries the children almost always learn to
read after they have learnt to communicate in their mother tongue. Learning to read in English takes longer
than in many other languages and more time is generally devoted to it. It also often takes a lot of guesswork
(which requires prior knowledge) and correct writing/spelling is achieved through many spelling tests and
memorising activities.

THE LESSON PLANS
Many of the detailed lesson plans may appear too long. However it is hoped that the teachers can
comfortably work with the lesson plans, whatever their specific situation once there is:


an understanding of the use of transitional activities (TAs),



a general agreement with the principle that is it better to be over-prepared than underprepared,



the knowledge that different classes move at different rates and an acceptance of the fact
that not everything needs to be covered.

Do remember that in many schooling systems, there may be a degree of flexibility through the
adoption of the Content and Language Integrated Learning approach (CLIL). In Unit 1, for example, there are
activities relating to numbers which (if acceptable to all) could be conducted in the time allotted to
mathematics. This will allow the class to be more frequently exposed to English and could help keep the
children’s English lessons moving at a satisfactory pace, even if they are relatively new to the language.

For more information on WattsEnglish Methodology go to YouTube WattsEnglish Channel and/or
WattsEnglish Academy (contact us for log-in details).

In Conclusion
We believe that the Wow!Silver course, as with all the books in the Wow!Series, will deliver an
effective, comprehensive and enjoyable experience for children learning English. With its wonderful
interactive DVD clips and songs, engaging Class Book and Workbook, structured guide to lesson planning and
teaching tips contained within the Teacher's Book and the wealth of supplementary materials available,
teachers should have everything they need to conduct a successful course. Please feel free to give our team
feedback on the course so that we can continue to deliver high quality teaching materials to you and your
school. Email: wow@wattsenglish.com.

List of abbreviations used in the lesson plans:

A = answer

Q = question

B = board

Q-A chain = question-answer chain

CB = Class Book

Re-INTRO = re-introduction

CCQs = concept checking questions

Re-DRILL = re-drill the target language

CD-T = CD for Teachers

RP = reading practice

CLIL = Content and Language Integrated Learning

S = student

DRILL = drill (the new language)

SP = speaking practice

ex.= exercise

STs = students

FC = Flashcard

T = track (on CD)

FCs = Flashcards

TA = Transitional Activity

GB = Game Bank

TPR = Total Physical Response

GrP = grammar point

TR = teacher

HWK = homework

WB = Workbook

INTRO = introduction (of new target language)

WCs = word cards

p. = page

WP = writing practice

PExtra = photocopiable extra (flashcards/pictures)

UNIT 2: My Birthday
Suggested Intro/Drills

Activities, Games, Songs

Realia, FCs, WCs, songs / choral Activities:
drills, triple drills, substitution
10s
drills, reversed drills
A Ship Came Into Harbour
Asteroids
At the Right Time
Ball Toss
Vocabulary:
Charades
choose, find, bring, hide, catch, Coin Race
Do if True
play party games, race (gokarts), skate (go skating), bowl Find it Fast
First Phonic/Letter Touch
(go bowling), dance
Fruit Salad
ordinal numbers: 1st, 2nd, 3rd …
Hold Up
Review: sports
List Races
Listening Slap
Language Structures:
Memory Spin
No Win Musical Chairs
When is your birthday? My
Noughts and Crosses (Tic-Tac-Toe)
birthday is in March/on the
Pairs (Pelmanism)
6th of March.
Physical Prepositions
Where is your Birthday
Play Your Cards Right
Party? It’s in my house.
Random Questions
What can we do on the party? Run and Circle/Connect/Fetch/Find/Grab
Let’s race!
and Do/Swat (Flyswatters)/Write
What are you doing? We are
Say and Do
Shooting Gallery
playing party games.
Shout Out Charades
Sorted - Run and Grab
Passive language:
Stand in Line
Stand Up If
Fill in (the gaps).
Stations (Mime/Seasons/Yes or No)
Watch the clip.
Tentacle Connect
Read and circle.
The Name Game
True or False
The Please Game
Write (in your exercise book). Time Bomb
Listen and sing along.
Too Slow
Touch
Cross out.

Grammar and Vocabulary

Run and connect.
Answer the questions.
Finish the sentences.
Finish the table.
Match the pictures to the
sentences.

Songs:
Choosing ‘IT’ Rhyme
Stand in Line Song
Welcome Back to Earth (Wow!Bronze
Remix)
The Season Song
It’s a Birthday Party!

Interactive Materials
Video Clips:
2.1: Steve’s Surprise Party
2.2: It’s party time!

Video Song:
2.3: It’s a Birthday Party!

Song:
It’s a Birthday Party!

Class Book:
p. 7 - 12

Workbook:
p. 9 - 16

Additional Material:
Wow!Green book, units 2, 3
Wow!Orange book, unit 2
Wow!Bronze book, unit 4

SONG LYRICS: T 2 / CD-T: T 3-4
Unit 2: It’s a Birthday Party!
Verse 1
Another year around the sun,
Another birthday is no fun!
When you are as old as me,
You really don’t want to party.

Verse 3
No, I am not bowling, it’s not for me.
I’m happy sitting here. I’m watching TV!
You go and have fun, don’t wait for me.
I really don’t want a birthday party.

Oh don’t be silly, can’t you see,
We are here for your birthday party.
Don’t just sit there in your chair,
Get up, get out and go somewhere!
Yeah, let’s go skating!

Oh don’t be silly, can’t you see,
We are here for your birthday party.
Don’t just sit there in your chair,
Get up, get out and go somewhere!
Come on! Let’s go racing!

Chorus 1
Come on and bring your skates, we are skating!
(Oh, look! They are skating.)
Come on and bring your skates, we are skating!
It’s a birthday party!

Chorus 3
Come on, try to catch us, we are racing!
(Oh, look! They are racing.)
Come on, try to catch us, we are racing!
It’s a birthday party!

Verse 2
No, I am not skating, it’s not for me.
I’m happy sitting here. I’m watching TV!
You go and have fun, don’t wait for me.
I really don’t want a birthday party.

Verse 4
No, I am not racing, it’s not for me.
I’m happy sitting here. I’m watching TV!
You go and have fun, don’t wait for me.
I really don’t want a birthday party.

Oh don’t be silly, can’t you see,
We are here for your birthday party.
Don’t just sit there in your chair,
Get up, get out and go somewhere!
Oh, come on! Let’s go bowling!

Oh don’t be silly, can’t you see,
We are here for your birthday party.
Don’t just sit there in your chair,
Get up, get out and go somewhere!
Oh, come on! Let’s go dancing!

Chorus 2
Come on and find a ball, we are bowling!
(Oh, look! They are bowling.)
Come on and find a ball, we are bowling!
It’s a birthday party!

Chorus 4:
Come on, choose the music, we are dancing!
(Oh, look! They are dancing.)
Come on, choose the music, we are dancing!
It’s a birthday party!

FLASHCARDS: 16 - 25

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON UNIT 2
AIMS:





To practise birthday party related vocabulary. See contents page.
To review structure ‘Let’s…’ and sport related vocabulary (e.g. Let’s play football. Let’s go skating…).
To become familiar with the use of ordinals: ‘When is your birthday? My birthday is on the 6th of
March.’ etc.
To review/become more familiar with and practise present continuous tense (e.g. I’m dancing.
They are not bowling.)

METHODOLOGY:
Note the grammar of the unit is introduced at the start of the 3rd week, after (it is hoped) the children
have become familiar and comfortable with the new vocabulary. Remember there are two more weeks for
the children to fully get to grips with the new grammar as you introduce the vocabulary of the following unit.
Throughout the course, and in this unit especially, try to look for ways to expand the children’s
vocabulary and refresh any previously taught language. There are a wealth of extra verbs that can be
reviewed in this unit ranging from the basics covered in the Wow!Series for kindergarten children (stand, sit,
jump, run etc.), early primary (read, write, listen etc.), and Wow!Bronze (play football, ride a bike, mix a
smoothie, peel and apple etc.).
In addition, a good habit to get into for the course is to keep examples and explanations real by
putting any examples into context. Try to avoid detailed explanations of the grammar and focus on its usage.
Finally, be sure to note the structure of the unit as this is the first unit in the book to keep the regular

monthly routine, and establish a more testing like environment for the ‘Show What You Know’ page at the
end of each unit.
Be sure to note the structure of the unit:
Lesson

Week 1
(video clip 2.1)

Week 2
(video clip 2.2)

Week 3
(video song)

Week 4
(clips + song)

A

WB p.9

WB p.11

WB p.13

WB p.15

B

CB p.7,8

CB p.9,10

CB p.11

CB p.12

C

WB p.10

WB p.12

WB p.14

WB p.16

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 1, Lesson A
Materials: DVD+player, WB, FCs/pictures/WCs/PExtra (U1, U2:1st vocab set),
coin/timer, realia/FCs (classroom objects), B+markers
Stage

Activity

Materials

GP

FCs/
Play ‘Hold Up’. To review/test previous knowledge of classroom objects, name an object
WCs/
that the children race to hold up in the air. Re-intro and drill as necessary.
PExtra

TPR / GP

Play ‘Fruit Salad’ to review the months of the year. Sit or stand the children in a circle.
Stand in the middle of the circle and give each child a flashcard/word card/picture (at
least 2 flashcards for each vocabulary item), call out a month picked at random and
instruct the children with that flashcard of the month to change places. While they are
moving put yourself in one of their places so that one child will be left in the middle of
the circle. That child becomes the one who calls out another month and the game
continues.

TA (GP)

Play ‘Coin Race’ or ‘Time Bomb’. Spin a coin or set a short timer to go off as the children
coin/timer
are counting (in 2s, 5s, 10s…). See previous lesson plans or GB for description of the game.

GP

Play a version of ‘The Name Game’ with numbers where the last digit must be the first
digit in a new number. E.g. 12, 21, 14, 47, 74. At first this game could be challenging for
some children so be sure to write an example on the board and continue writing
B+markers
suggestions from the class until you are confident the children have grasped the concept.
During the game, if a student takes too long or repeats a number that has already been
said, they are ‘out’. Continue until a few children are out, and repeat if time permits.

TA (TPR)

Play ‘The Please Game’ to review known verbs. Play a version of ‘Simon Says’ where the
watch word is 'Please' instead of ´Simon says´. Show the children that they should only
copy you / follow your instruction if you say ´please´. If you don’t say ´please´ but they
carry out the instruction then they are out for one round.

INTRO /
DRILL

Watch the Video Clip 2.1. Encourage the children to repeat and re-drill if necessary.

INTRO /
DRILL

Re-intro and drill the target vocab through mime/TPR.

TPR

Play ‘Hold Up’. Give each team a full set of the photocopiable flashcards for 1st set of
vocab of the unit. Name a verb and ask the children to hold up the correct flashcard PExtra
and/or word card. Reward the first team to do so and offer a bonus point if the whole (U2)
team can mime the verb too. The team with the most points wins.

TPR

Do WB p.9, ex.1. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary Try to ensure everyone finished
WB
roughly together. Set HWK.

TPR

Play ‘Tentacle Connect’. Draw Bob in his UFO on the board and show the children how
B+markers
they should draw a line/tentacle from Bob’s UFO to the correct words/pictures.
(WCs, FCs)
Alternatively play a simple game of ‘Run and Circle/Swat’.

TA (TPR)

Play ‘The Please Game’ to practice the new verbs and review any other known language.
Ask selected students to be the teacher if possible.

TPR

Play ‘Say and Do’ with classroom objects. Ask the children to ‘(Bring) a (blue pen) to me.’
realia/FCs
or ‘(Find) something (yellow).’ etc. to give further practice of the new language.

Pictures/
FCs/
WCs
(months)

DVD

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 1, Lesson B
Materials: DVD+player, CB, FCs/pictures/WCs/PExtra (U1, U2:1st vocab set),
B+markers, realia/FCs (classroom objects), stations cards (months)
Stage

Activity

Materials

TA (GP)

‘Stand in Line Song’. Push the children to sing with you as much as possible.

GP

Play ‘10s’. With children standing in a circle, start the class counting. If a child is unlucky
enough to be number 10 or 20, they are out. Continue until 5 children are out and start
again. Choose different denominations at which a child is out, e.g. 2s, 3s or 5s and/or
count in ordinals if possible.

TPR/GP

Pictures/
Play ‘Fruit Salad’ to review the months of the year. See the previous lesson plans or GB
FCs/
for detailed description of the game.
WCs
(months)

Re-INTRO/ Watch the Video Clip 2.1 again. Re-intro and drill the target language with the CB p.7 if DVD
DRILL
(CB)
available.

TPR

Play ‘Run and Write’ – say, mime or show FCs. If needed show the children how many
letters each word has by drawing the same number of tentacles from Bob’s UFO, at the
end of which the children, in teams, should run and write a letter at a time. If a correction B+markers
needs to be made, then that counts as a go for one child in the team. For weaker classes FCs/WCs
hold the word close to your chest, where the children can come to check but will take
them more time to do so. Reward the team that is first to complete the word.

TPR

Play ‘Run and Find’ with the new vocabulary word cards, or do CB p.8, ex.1

WCs
(CB)

GP

Play ‘Play Your Cards Right’ with months FCs or WCs. Split the class into teams and place
the 5 new flashcards/word cards face down in a line that can be seen by everyone. Point
to the first card in the line and ask the selected team what they think it is. If the team
guess correctly they move on to the next card, if not then the card is returned to the
facedown position and next team gets to play. The winning team is the one that
guesses/names correctly all 5 cards in the line. Once all the cards are revealed, ask the
class to shout out the ordinal values for each month and place them in order. Repeat the
game if time permits. Or do CB p.8, ex.2.

FCs/
WCs
(months)
(CB)

TPR

Play ‘Say and Do’ with classroom objects. Ask the children to ‘(Bring) a (blue pen) to me.’
or ‘(Find) something (yellow).’ etc. to give further practice of the new language, or do CB realia/FCs
p.8, ex.3.

GP

Play ‘Stations (Seasons)’. Make 4 stations around the room with words (and/or) pictures
to represent the seasons. Shout out ‘It’s spring.’ and encourage the children to move to Stations
that station (race if appropriate). At each station take the time to re-drill the months in cards
that season using the melody of the song. For stronger classes, use the individual months (FCs U1)
instead of the seasons.

TA (TPR)

Play ‘Shout Out Charades’. Mime something in front of the whole class and encourage
them to shout out what you are doing. Repeat for several verbs.

TPR

Play ‘The Please Game’ to practice the new verbs and review any other known language.
Ask selected students to be the teacher if possible.

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 1, Lesson C
Materials: DVD/CD-T+player, WB, realia (classroom objects/colours), FCs, WCs,
B+markers, sticky tack, diary/calendar
Stage

Activity

GP/TPR

Sing the ‘Stand in Line’ song and then quickly play ‘Say and Do’ with classroom objects.
Ask the children to ‘(Bring) a (blue pen) to me.’ or ‘(Find) something (yellow).’ etc... to realia
give further practice of the new language.

TPR

Review/
GP

Materials

Play ‘Too Slow’ with a selection of known verbs, try to review as many verbs as possible,
including stand, sit, fly, swim, play (sport) etc. With stronger classes you could introduce
more verbs through TPR, such as relax, think, eat and drink etc.
Watch the Video Clip 1.2 to revise the months with ordinals on the board and/or use the
instrumental version of CD-T with re-worked lyrics personalised to your class. For example DVD/CD-T
B+markers
‘When is (Sarah’s) birthday? Her birthday is in the (autumn). In (September).’

TPR

Play ‘Run and Connect’ with team representatives racing to be the first to run and connect
a month of your choosing to the corresponding ordinal on the board. If the class need a
little extra help you could interject by saying ‘December is the 12th month.’, as and when
appropriate.

B+markers
(WCs/FCs/
sticky
tack)

RE-Intro
and Drill

Watch Video Clip 2.1 pausing to re-drill if appropriate and ask further CCQs.

DVD

TPR

Play ‘Run and Find’. Use the word cards face up on the floor to play the game. With slower WCs
classes, use the appropriate flashcards instead.
(FCs)

TPR

Do WB p.10, ex.1 and 2. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary.

INTRO/
DRILL

Use a diary or calendar to introduce and drill several different dates. With stronger
diary/
students try to get them to find their birthday on the calendar and drill ‘His/Her birthday
Calendar
is on (‘the’ 13th ‘of’ January).’ Show the children the difference between how a date is
B+markers
written and said. Drill as necessary.

TPR

Play ‘Tentacle Connect’ where the children run and draw a tentacle from Bob’s UFO to a
specified ordinal and month. Say ‘The 12th of August.’ and reward the first team B+markers
representative to complete the task.

TPR

Do WB p.10, ex.3. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary and use additional CCQs for
stronger students to ensure everyone finished roughly together.
WB
Set HWK.

TA (GP)

Play ‘Shout Out Charades’. Mime something in front of the whole class and encourage
them to shout out what you are doing. Repeat for several verbs.

WB

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 2, Lesson A
Materials: DVD+player, FCs, WB, B+markers, soft ball, paper slips with dates (2 of each
date), PExtra (U1,U2)
Stage
TA (GP)

GP

Activity

Materials

Play ‘Random Questions’ with a mix of all covered and reviewed vocabulary.
Play a version of ‘The Name Game’ mixed with ‘Ball Toss’ to practice ordinal numbers
where the last digit must be the first digit in a new number. E.g. 12th, 21st, 14th, 47th,
74th. After each number is given a ball is tossed to another student to take the next turn
soft ball
and continue the game. If a child takes too long or repeats a number that has already
been said, they are ‘out’. Continue until a few children are out, and repeat if time permits.

TPR

Play ‘Listening Slap’ with several random dates written on strips of paper. Team
paper slips
representatives race to be the first to slap their hand down on a date given at random.
with dates

TPR

Play ‘Sorted - Run and Grab’. In teams, the children run and grab a month (black and PExtra
white photocopiable extra or word) and race to sort them into the correct 4 seasons.
(months)

INTRO
DRILL
TPR

Watch Video Clip 2.2. Encourage the children to repeat and re-drill the new vocabulary if
DVD
necessary.
Play ‘Too Slow’ with a mix of the new vocab and review language. Re-introduce the target
language as a mime and re-drill as appropriate.
PExtra/
FCs/WCs
(U2)

TPR

Play ‘Listening Slap’ again with the new target language.

TPR

Do WB p.11, ex.1, 2 and 3. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary. With stronger
students use additional CCQs to ensure everyone finished roughly together and give WB
staged feedback. Set HWK.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Fruit Salad’ using the strips of paper from the earlier game of ‘Listening Slap’, paper slips
containing several dates (in duplicate).
with dates

GP

Play ‘A Ship Came Into Harbour’ to practise the categories of your choosing (suggested
categories include months, colours, clothes and furniture etc...). Give an example from
(B+
the categories before playing. In teams, ask the children how many things they can name
markers)
in English in each category. The team that bids the highest wins the right to try. They win
the round if they reach the agreed number.

TPR

Play ‘Find it Fast’ with a mix of vocabulary covered by the course so far.

FCs/WCs/
PExtra

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 2, Lesson B
Materials: DVD+player, CB, FCs/PExtra (U2), WCs, B+markers, Yes/No Stations
cards (to represent can/can’t), sticky tack, soft ball, paper slips with dates, paper
slips with verbs
Stage
TPR/GP
TA (TPR)
INTRO
DRILL

GP

GP

Activity

Materials

Stand in Line’ alphabetically according to your name, and names of people in your family.
Play ‘Find it Fast’ with a selection of random dates written on slips of paper.
Watch Video Clip 2.2 or use the CB p.9.
Play ‘Noughts and Crosses’. When one team selects a square by throwing a ball at the
grid, you write an action/verb for the team to perform. The team wins the square if they
carry out the correct action. The first team to have 3 in a line are the winners unless there
is a draw and then the team with the most noughts or crosses on the board are the
winners. See GB for adaptations for stronger classes.

paper slips
with dates
DVD/CB

B+markers
soft ball
(paper
slips with
verbs)

Play ‘Play Your Cards Right’. Repeat with a mix of the new language introduced in the
FCs/PExtra
unit, or do CB p.10, ex.1.
(CB)

Review ‘Can’ and ‘Can’t’ by playing a version of ‘The Please Game’ where the first child
Re-INTRO/ to copy you if you say ‘I can (play tennis).’ is rewarded with a point, but a point is taken
DRILL
away if someone copies you when you say ‘I can’t (play tennis).’.

TPR

Y/N
Play ‘Stations’ with the flashcards of the unit and revising the structure ‘I can/can’t stations
(verb).’ Instruct the children to move to the correct station and to only mime the verb if sticky tack
you have said that you CAN do it. Re-drill as appropriate, or do CB p.10 ex. 2.
FCs
(CB)

TPR

FCs/WCs/
Play ‘Tentacle Connect’ with team representatives running to connect an activity and a
B+markers
month chosen by you at random. Say ‘Let’s (skate) in (February).’ Repeat as time permits.
sticky tack

TPR/GP

Play ‘Run and Fetch’. Using the same structure as above to get the children racing to bring
FCs/WCs
back the correct activity and word cards first. Encourage the winning team to repeat the
(CB)
statement for a bonus point if possible. Or do CB p.10, ex.3.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Physical Prepositions’ to finish with an activity that involves some movement and
an element of fun. Ask a child to be the teacher and instruct the class if appropriate, to
push for vocalisation.

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 2, Lesson C
Materials: DVD+player, CD-T+player, WB, FCs (U1,2), PExtra, WCs, B+markers,
empty paper slips, (spinner/bottle), PExtra for stations cards (months)/paper slips
with dates, own cards with ordinal numbers
Stage

Activity

Materials

TA (TPR)

Play ‘The Please Game’. To review a mix of known verbs and actions.

INTRO/
DRILL

Watch the Video Clip 1.2 to revise the months with ordinals on the board and/or use the DVD/CD-T
instrumental version of CD-T with re-worked lyrics personalised to your class. For example (FCs)
B+markers
‘When is (Sarah’s) birthday? Her birthday is in the (autumn). In (September).’.

TPR

Play ‘Run and Fetch’. Use the structure ‘Let’s (skate) in (February).’ to get the children
racing in teams to bring back the correct activity and month flashcard first. Encourage the FCs (U1,2)
winning team to repeat the statement for a bonus point.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Pairs’ (aka ‘Pelmanism’). With a selection of picture and word card pairings from
this and previous units, spread the cards face down in front of the class. Ask the children
PExtra
to take turns to turn over 2 cards in order to find a matching pair. The winning team or
WCs
individual is the one with the most pairs at the end of the game. Push for vocalisation and
ask follow-up questions as and when appropriate.

GP
Review

Play ‘At the Right Time’ to practise the time and greetings. Ask the children to move
around the room in a manner of your choosing and demonstrate how they should greet
others by saying ‘Good morning/good afternoon/good evening!’ in accordance with a
time you shout out. At the end of one ‘round’, shout ‘It’s time to go to bed!’ to which the
children should say ‘Good night!’ and pretend to sleep. Alternatively, if time is tight play
‘Too Slow’ with a mix of known language.

Re-Intro
and Drill

Re-introduce (through mime/TPR) and drill the target language of the unit or watch Video
(DVD)
Clip 2.2

TPR/GP

Play ‘No Win Musical Chairs’. Make a line of chairs with flashcards/word cards on each
chair and instruct the children to move around the chairs in a manner of your choosing.
FCs/WCs
When you call out a word the children compete to be the first to sit on that chair. If they
can name it and demonstrate it (if it’s a verb). They win a point. No one is out of the game
and the activity is continues as time permits.

GP

empty
Play ‘Asteroids’ or ‘Memory Spin’ to review introductions and greetings along with any
paper slips
other previously taught language.
(spinner)

TPR

Do WB p.12, ex.1, 2, 3. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary. With stronger students
WB
use additional CCQs to ensure everyone finished roughly together.

TPR

Play ‘Stations (Months)’. For stronger classes use randomly selected dates on strips of stations
paper for the stations.
cards

TPR

Play ‘Hold Up’ in teams, where the children race to be the first to hold up the correct PExtra
ordinal number and month flashcard (PExtra) based on your instruction.
own cards

TA (TPR)

Play ‘Too Slow’ to finish the lesson on an active note to review known verbs.

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 3, Lesson A
Materials: DVD+player, WB, FCs, B+markers, fly swatters, PExtra, sticky tack,
realia (classroom objects/furniture, colour etc.)
Stage

Activity

Materials

TA (TPR)

‘First Phonic/Letter Touch’ with known language (or play ‘Stations’).

realia/FCs

Re-INTRO/ Watch the Video Clip 2.1 to review the vocabulary from the start of the unit.
DRILL

DVD

TPR

Play ‘Say and Do’ with classroom objects. Ask the children to ‘(Bring) a (blue pen) to me.’
realia
or ‘(Find) something (yellow).’, or say ‘Let’s skate/bowl/dance...’

INTRO
DRILL

Watch the Video Song 2.3 to reintroduce the present continuous tense that the children
DVD
were first exposed to in U9 of Wow!Bronze, with the vocab of the unit.

Re-drill the root words in the unit by writing ‘Let’s (verb).’ on the board. Then play ‘Say
and Do’ mixed with ‘Random Questions’ by saying ‘Let’s (verb).’ and getting the class to
Re-INTRO/
move around the room in the described manner. After a short time try to drill the question
DRILL
and answer chain ‘What are you doing? We are (dancing).’ With stronger classes mix in
other personal pronouns as and when possible.
TPR

Watch the Video Song 2.3 again and pause to give time for the children to put the DVD
choruses in order in WB p.13, ex.1.
WB

TPR

Use the WB p.13 to play ‘Touch’ using the sentences presented in the ‘So you know’
section. Say “Bob is talking to the pink blob. He wants her to bring the cake. She is saying
‘I am bringing the cake.’, but that is false. She is not bringing the cake. She is bringing a
WB
flower.” Highlight several verbs on the board and demonstrate how ‘-ing’ is typically
B+markers
added when talking about something that is happening now. You may wish to use a short
round of ‘Physical Prepositions’ to underscore this point using ‘sitting’ and ‘standing’ and
asking ‘Are you (standing) (behind) your chair now?’ etc.

TPR

Play ‘Run and Circle/Swat (Fly Swatters)’ with the written continuous verb forms on the B
board. Give bonus points for anyone who also actively narrates themselves miming the (fly
language in question.
swatters)

TPR

Play ‘Run and Connect’ by listing several pronouns on the left hand side of the board, ‘is’
and ‘are’ in the middle, and the verbs of the unit on the right hand side. Model (and drill) B+markers
a sentence using the structure ‘(She) is (dancing).’, before instructing participating team sticky tack
members to race to connect the words on the board to re-sweat the sentence. Award FCs/PExtra
points appropriately and repeat as time permits.

TPR

Play ‘Stations (Mime)’. Use the flashcards of the unit to set up stations around the room.
Call out a station and make sure the children move to the desired location. Once there, FCs (U2)/
instruct the children to act out the appropriate verb while asking ‘What are you doing?’ PExtra
to elicit the choral response ‘We are (bowling).’

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 3, Lesson B
Materials: DVD+player, CB, FCs, WCs, coin/timer, soft ball, B+markers, empty
paper slips, paper slips with verbs/actions, FCs/WCs (U1 for review)
Stage

Activity

Materials

GP
Review

Play ‘Coin Race’ or ‘Time Bomb’ to review ordinal numbers. Spin a coin or set a short
timer to go off as the children are counting (in 2s, 5s, 10s…). If the coin stops or the alarm coin/timer
goes off while one child is thinking, they are out for one round.

GP
Review

Play ‘Asteriods’ to review personal information. Try to include birthdays too with the empty
children writing the specific date of their birthday with the other info.
paper slips

Re-INTRO/ Watch the Video Song 2.3 and pause to re-drill the key structure, especially the question
DVD,(CB)
‘What are they doing?’ or use the CB p.11, ex.1 and 2.
DRILL

TPR/GP

Play ‘Shooting Gallery’ by perching up some flashcards from the unit on the bottom of
the board as targets. With a selected representative of a team, show the children how
FCs
they must throw a soft ball at a card of your choosing and name/mime it. Use the
soft ball
structure ‘Let’s (race).’ and award points if the card is hit/toppled and if it can be named
correctly. Change team and repeat until all the cards have been used.

TPR/GP

Re-drill the root words in the unit by writing ‘Let’s (verb).’ on the board. Then play ‘Say
and Do’ mixed with ‘Random Questions’ by saying ‘Let’s (verb).’ and getting the class to
move around the room in the described manner. After a short time try to drill the question
and answer chain ‘What are you doing? We are (dancing).’ With stronger classes mix in
other personal pronouns as and when possible.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Stations (Mime)’. Use the flashcards of the unit to set up stations around the room.
Call out a station and make sure the children move to the desired location. Once there,
FCs
instruct the children to act out the appropriate verb while asking ‘What are you doing?’
to elicit the choral response ‘We are (bowling).’

TPR/GP

Play ‘Noughts and Crosses’. When one team selects a square by throwing a ball at the
grid, you write an action/verb for the team to name and perform. The team wins the
B+markers
square if they carry out the correct action. The first team to have 3 in a line are the winners
paper slips
unless there is a draw and then the team with the most noughts or crosses on the board
are the winners. See GB for adaptations for stronger classes.

GP

Play ‘Shout Out Charades’. Mime something in front of the whole class and encourage
them to shout out what you are doing. Try to include more verbs than covered in the unit.
FCs/
For example, playing football, eating/peeling a banana etc... After some time play
WCs/
traditional ‘Charades’ where representatives from each participating team, mime
B+markers
something in the front of the class for their teammates to guess. Points are rewarded to
the first team to correctly guess.

TPR

Play ‘Run, Grab and Do’ place the flashcards/word cards of the unit (and any appropriate
extras) face up at one end of the classroom. Demonstrate that the children must race
FCs/
each other to the cards, select the correct one and hold it up while miming the
WCs
corresponding action. Extra points can be awarded for the team that also answers the
question ‘What is (she) doing?’ Repeat as time permits.

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 3, Lesson C
Materials: DVD+player, WB, FCs, WCs, B+markers, Yes/No Stations cards, FCs
(any Wow!Book for review)
Stage

TA (TPR)

review

TPR/GP

Activity

Materials

Play ‘Stand Up If’ to review have got/family members and selected verbs or any other
know language. E.g. ‘Stand up if you have got a sister.’ If possible ask selected children to (FCs
review)
take the role of teacher.
Watch the Song Clip 1.2 to review the language of unit 1 (pause and personalise the
DVD
questions if possible).
Play ‘Run, Grab and Do’ place the flashcards/word cards of the unit (and any appropriate
extras) face up at one end if the classroom. Demonstrate that the children must race each
other to the cards, select the correct one and hold it up while miming the corresponding FCs/WCs
action. Extra points can be awarded for the team that also answers bonus questions
‘What is (she) doing?/Is (she) skating?’ etc. Repeat as time permits.

TPR

Do WB p.14, ex.1. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary. With stronger students use
WB
additional CCQs to ensure everyone finished roughly together.

Re-Intro
and Drill

Re-introduce and drill the question form ‘(Is)(he)(playing party games)?’ Using
substitution drills.

TPR /
Re-DRILL

Play ‘Stations (Yes/No)’. Model a question by pointing to a pronoun written on the board
and holding up a verb flashcard/word card. Ask ‘Are they hiding?’ Then encourage the Y/N cards
children to move to the correct ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ station. Ask the question again once the B+markers
children are at the appropriate station and chorally re-drill the answer ‘Yes, they are FCs/WCs
hiding.’ or ‘No, they aren’t hiding.’ Repeat as appropriate.

GP

Play ‘Play Your Cards Right’. Split the class into teams and place 5 or 6 verb
flashcards/word cards face down in a line at the bottom of the board and write a personal
pronoun you wish to practise above the cards (with a stick man diagram to help if
FCs/
necessary). Point to the pronoun and then the first card in the line and encourage the first
WCs
team to ask ‘(Is)(she)(bowling)?’ . Turn the first card over to see if their guess at the verb
B+markers
was correct. If it was the team continue on to the next card. If not, the cards is returned
to the face down position and the next team take a turn. Repeat as above until one team
works their way across the board and all cards are revealed.

TPR

Do WB p.14, ex.2 and 3 and set HWK.

TPR

Play ‘Physical Prepositions’ or similar review activity to get the children moving before
the end of the lesson.

WB

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 4, Lesson A
Materials: DVD+player, WB, realia, FCs, WCs, B+markers, Yes/No Stations cards
Stage
TPR

Re-DRILL

Activity

Materials

Play ‘Too Slow’ to review known verbs.
Watch Video Song 2.3 and/or re-introduce the present continuous (in question form) in
DVD
a substitution drill.

TPR /
Re-DRILL

Play ‘Stations (Yes/No)’. Model a question by pointing to a pronoun written on the board
and holding up a verb flashcard/word card. Ask ‘Are they hiding?’ Then encourage the Y/N cards
children to move to the correct ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ station. Ask the question again once the FCs/
children are at the appropriate station and chorally re-drill the answer ‘Yes, they are WCs
hiding.’ or ‘No, they aren’t hiding.’ Repeat as appropriate.

TPR

Play ‘Run, Grab and Do’ place the flashcards/word cards of the unit (and any appropriate
extras) face up at one end if the classroom. Demonstrate that the children must race each
FCs/
other to the cards, select the correct one and hold it up while miming the corresponding
WCs
action. Extra points can be awarded for the team that also answers bonus questions
‘What is (she) doing?/Is (she) skating?’ etc. Repeat as time permits.

GP

Play ‘Play Your Cards Right’. Split the class into teams and place 5 or 6 verb
flashcards/word cards face down in a line at the bottom of the board and write a personal
pronoun you wish to practice above the cards (with a stick man diagram to help if
FCs/
necessary). Point to the pronoun and then the first card in the line and encourage the
WCs
first team to ask ‘(Is)(she)(bowling)?’ . Turn the first card over to see if their guess at the
B+markers
verb was correct. If it was the team continue on to the next card. If not, the cards is
returned to the face down position and the next team take a turn. Repeat as above until
one team works their way across the board and all cards are revealed.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Say and Do’ mixed with ‘Random Questions’ by saying ‘Let’s...’ then pausing to
write the verbs on the board for the children to read, and act on. After a short time
moving around the classroom, ask related but random questions ‘Are you (dancing)?’ and
B+markers
elicit the answer ‘No, we aren’t dancing, we are skating.’ With stronger classes mix in
other personal pronouns as and when appropriate. Keep the board record for a later
activity.

TPR

Play ‘Run and Connect’ with words on the board from the previous activity and a new list
of personal pronouns. Say ‘They are hiding.’ and in teams, the children compete to run B+markers
and connect the correct pronoun and verb used in your sentence. Repeat as time permits.

TPR

Do WB p.15, ex.1. Monitor, advise and assist as necessary. With stronger students use
WB
additional CCQs to ensure everyone finished roughly together. Set HWK.

TPR

Play ‘Touch’ with known language to finish the lesson on an active note.

Realia/FCs

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 4, Lesson B
Materials: CD-T+player, DVD+player, CB, FCs (U1,2), spinner/bottle, personal
photos (colour copies recommended)/pictures from the internet or newspapers, PExtra
(U1)
Stage

TA (GP)

Activity

Materials

Play ‘Stand in Line’ to review names and family names alphabetically as well as the dates
of the children’s birthdays. You may wish to quickly drill the question ‘When if your
birthday?’ before you play and review some examples.

GP

Play ‘Memory Spin’. Move the children into a circle around a bottle/spinner and spin it.
Whoever the spinner points to should answer the question (set by the teacher) ‘What’s
your name?’ before spinning it themselves. The next player must now answer the
spinner
question ‘What is his/her name?’ before adding their own name and continuing the game.
Add the names of the children’s family members too to make the game more challenging
if possible.

GP

Role-play along with the audio version of the song of the unit ‘It’s a Birthday Party!’ or
CD-T/
watch clip 2.3 with pauses to mime the verbs, adding extra verbs to mime if possible.
DVD

TPR/GP

Play ‘The Please Game’ with previous and current verbs. Use follow up questions in the
form of ‘Are you jumping? Is he running?’, and push for full answers beyond just ‘yes’ and
‘no’.

GP

Use the CB p.12 if available and/or use a selection of personal photos (making colour
photocopies is strongly recommended), or pictures from newspapers/the internet for the (CB)
children to describe in a short ‘Class Presentation’. Divide the class into pairs or small Personal
groups and give the children plenty of thinking and preparation time, during which you photos
can monitor and assist as appropriate.

TPR

Play ‘Too Slow’ with a mix of the new vocab and review language.

TPR

Play ‘Sorted - Run and Grab’. In teams, the children run and grab a month (black and
PExtra
white photocopiable extra or word) and race to sort them into the correct 4 seasons.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Find it Fast’ with a mix of any previously taught language. Try to push for vocalisation
FCs
as much as possible by asking appropriate questions wherever possible.

Lesson Plan: U2, Week 4, Lesson C
Materials: DVD+player, WB, FCs, WCs, PExtra, spinner/bottle, empty paper slips,
B+markers, personal photos (colour copies recommended)/pictures from the internet
or newspapers
Stage

Activity

Review/
GP

Watch the Video Clip 1.1 or play a review game such as ‘A Ship Came Into Harbour’, ‘List
DVD
Races’, or ‘Memory Spin’ to cover all known language.
(spinner)

GP
Review

Materials

Play ‘10s’ to review cardinal and ordinal numbers.
Watch the Video Clip 2.1. Pause to re-drill or ask some CCQs if possible.

DVD

GP

Play ‘Asteriods’ to review personal information. Try to include birthdays too with the empty
children writing the specific date of their birthday with the other info.
paper slips

GP

Play ‘Shout Out Charades’. Mime something in front of the whole class and encourage
them to shout out what you are doing using the structure ‘Are you dancing?’ Try to include
more verbs than covered in the unit. For example, playing football, eating/peeling a
banana etc. After some time play traditional ‘Charades’ where representatives from each
participating team, mime something in front of the class for their teammates to guess.
Points are rewarded to the first team to correctly guess.

TPR

Play ‘Listening Slap’ with several flashcards or word cards of the unit. Team
FCs/
representatives race to be the first to slap their hand down on a verb used at random.
WCs

TPR

Do WB p.16, ex.1 and 2. This is the ‘Show What You Know’ section and if you haven’t
already done so, introduce test like conditions while the children are working, but give
them time to check their answers in small groups before you get any individual feedback. WB
As always, use additional CCQs with stronger students to ensure everyone finished
roughly together.

TPR

Play ‘Too Slow’ with a mix of the new vocab and review language.

GP

Do a ‘Class Presentation’. Use a selection of personal photos (making colour photocopies
is strongly recommended), or pictures from newspapers/the internet for the children to
describe in a short presentation to the class. Divide the class into pairs or small groups photos
and give the children plenty of thinking and preparation time, during which you can
monitor and assist as appropriate.

TPR

Do WB p.16, ex.3 to complete the ‘Show What You Know’ section.

TPR/GP

Play ‘Do if True’ to review a mix of all previously taught language. If possible, encourage
FCs
the strongest students to take on the role of teacher and lead the class

TPR/GP

Play ‘Stations’ or similar TPR activity to review known language and finish the lesson with FCs/
something active.
WCs

FCs/
PExtra/
WCs/
B+markers

WB

